A lot of output from a few square metres
The ETA PelletsCompact 40 to 105 kW works efficiently, is environmentally friendly,
clean and of course fully automatic. It is ideal for apartment buildings, commercial
and industrial buildings. It is not only suitable for new builds, but it is also the ideal
replacement boiler if you wish to switch from fossil fuel.
The ETA PelletsCompact with a heat output of 40 to 105 kW is a miracle of compact
design. Needing just a few square metres, it works highly efficiently and cleanly.
Dust and dirt are a non-issue in the boiler room.
A clean heating boiler works better
The interior of the boiler is also cleaned with a heat exchanger cleaning and deashing. This allows the fuel to be used more efficiently. The ash box has to be
emptied occasionally.
Small format - large technology
The goal of an efficient heating solution is to achieve a high degree of efficiency with
low emissions over the entire heating season. That is why the ETA Pellet boiler is
fitted with specialised technology from factory: a lambda probe detects the
condition of the combustion material, so that the fuel feed and the air supply can be
automatically adapted to the wood quality. And because a central control system for
the whole heating system saves energy, the buffer, heating circuits and solar heating
system can also be integrated into the boiler control system.
Touchscreen and remote control via internet
The control system itself functions via a large touchscreen, which is located directly
on the device. The self-explanatory images make setting the heating child's play. It
can also be controlled via mobile, tablet or PC. The free "MeinETA" platform allows
you to monitor the whole heating system, control it remotely and also authorise
someone else for access.

